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Abstract. Tissue viscosity is correlated with tissue pathological changes and provides information for tissue
characterization. In this study, we report an optical method to track continuous shear-wave propagation at cen-
timeter depths in an optically turbid medium. Shear-wave attenuation coefficients were measured at multiple
frequencies using shear-wave laser speckle contrast analysis (SW-LASCA) to quantitatively estimate tissue
viscosity using the Voigt model. Shear waves were generated within tissue-mimicking phantoms by an ampli-
tude-modulated ultrasound (modulation frequency: 100 to 600 Hz) and tracked by time-resolved laser speckle
contrast difference received on a charged-coupled device camera. Averaged contrast difference over a selected
time window was related to shear-wave amplitude and used to calculate the shear-wave attenuation coefficient.
Phantoms of varying viscosities (0.1 and 0.3 Pa s) were studied. Attenuation coefficients for different shear-wave
frequencies (100 to 600 Hz) were calculated. Derived viscosity values had a maximum standard deviation of 9%,
and these values were consistent with the independent measurements reported in a previous study using non-
optical methods. © 2013 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.18.12.121511]
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1 Introduction
The mechanical properties of tissue, such as stiffness and vis-
cosity, are often correlated to pathological changes. For exam-
ple, during the growth of malignant tumors, healthy tissues are
often replaced by stiffer fibrotic tissues.1 In fatty liver disease,
large vacuoles of fat accumulate in liver cells, leading to an
increase of liver viscosity.2 For decades, researchers have
been developing tissue viscoelasticity imaging to measure tissue
mechanical properties noninvasively and quantitatively. One
approach is to push tissue with either a static or dynamic
force and to inversely estimate elastic modulus from the result-
ing tissue response.3 An alternative method is to generate and
track shear-wave propagation in tissue and to calculate the elas-
tic modulus by measuring the shear-wave velocity.4 This second
method suffers fewer boundary effects,5 and in addition to the
elasticity, tissue viscosity can be evaluated by measuring the
shear-wave dispersion, e.g., measuring shear-wave attenuation
or velocity at various shear-wave frequencies, and the viscoelas-
ticity can be obtained from the Voigt’s model.6

Magnetic resonance imaging and ultrasound have shown a
good capacity for shear-wave tracking in tissue.7,8 However,
tracking shear waves with optical methods may bring additional
advantages—it is sensitive at the optical wavelength scale and
offers the opportunity to combine optical imaging with viscoe-
lasticity imaging, providing complementary optical information
for clinical diagnosis. In our previous study,9 we proposed an
optical method to track transient shear waves at centimeter
depth within tissue-mimicking phantoms by shear-wave laser
speckle contrast analysis (SW-LASCA). Based on a time-of-
flight method, local shear-wave speed was calculated by finding

the time shift of a time-resolved contrast difference signal due to
the transient shear waves generated at two locations separated
by a certain distance. Elastography of a heterogeneous phantom
was then achieved based on the measured shear-wave speeds. In
this article, with the same setup, we proposed a method to track
continuous shear-wave propagation and to quantify the viscosity
of tissue-mimicking phantoms by measuring the dispersion
of the shear-wave attenuation. First, the principle of SW-
LASCA is briefly introduced, including the methodology and
experimental setup. Then, the method to measure shear-wave
attenuation dispersion is described, and experiments are con-
ducted on phantoms with various viscosities. The viscosity is
then calculated from the measured shear-wave dispersion and
compared with the values in literature. Finally, both advantages
and limitations for this method are discussed and summarized.

2 Method
The method of SW-LASCAwas described in Ref. 9, and a brief
summary is provided here. Speckle pattern images are formed
when coherent light is transmitted trough a turbid medium and
detected by a charged-coupled device (CCD) camera. Contrast
of speckle pattern images is calculated by

C ¼ σ

Ī
; (1)

where σ and Ī are the standard deviation and mean of CCD pixel
intensities, respectively. C is close to unity if there is no move-
ment within the medium, and decreases otherwise. In SW-
LASCA, shear waves introduce movement of the optical scat-
terers in an optical turbid medium, and the time-resolved speckle
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contrast difference (ΔC) is calculated to reveal the shear-wave
propagation. The contrast difference (ΔC) is the reduction of the
speckle contrast with ðCSWÞ and without (CBG) shear waves:

ΔC ¼ CBG − CSW. (2)

Figure 1(a) shows our SW-LASCA setup. The tissue-mim-
icking phantom was fixed in a perspex tank filled with degased
water. A 532-nm Nd:YAG long-coherence laser (Excelsior 532,
Newport Inc., Irvine, CA) illuminated the phantom, and the
transmitted laser speckle patterns were recorded on a CCD cam-
era (Qimaging Retiga EXi, Surrey, BC, Canada). The CCD cam-
era was aligned with the laser axis to allow maximized light
intensity to be received. Continuous shear waves were generated
by an amplitude-modulated ultrasound using a focused ultra-
sound transducer (Panametric NDT Videoscan 307, 5-MHz cen-
tral frequency, 5-cm focal length, Olympus, Essex, UK) tens of
millimeters away from the optical axis. The full-width–at-half-
maximum of the ultrasound focus was 1 cm in the axial direction
and 0.1 cm in the lateral direction. Shear waves propagating
toward the scattered light region [the green region in Fig. 1(a)]
modulate the light and thus the CCD speckle contrast difference
signal. Figure 1(b) is a typical time-resolved contrast difference
signal due to the continuous shear-wave propagation, where
400-Hz shear waves are generated. The signal was produced
by recording CCD speckle images with different time delays
(x-axis) after the ultrasound has been launched. As shown, the
contrast difference signal varies with the shear-wave frequency
over time. The distance between laser and ultrasound axes can
be modified by moving the transducer with a translation stage,
as shown in Fig. 1(a). Therefore, local shear-wave information,
such as speed and attenuation coefficient, could be obtained
from the time-resolved contrast difference signals produced
by the shear waves originating from two ultrasound locations.9

In a viscoelastic medium, such as tissue, shear-wave attenu-
ation may change at different frequencies. This phenomenon is
called shear-wave attenuation dispersion. The Voigt model10

may be used to describe the shear attenuation dispersion as below

aðωÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρω2ð

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μ21 þ ω2μ22

p
− μ1Þ

2ðμ21 þ ω2μ22Þ

s
; (3)

where aðωÞ (m−1) is the shear-wave attenuation coefficient, ω
(rad∕s) is the angular frequency of the shear wave, and ρ
(kg∕m3), μ1 (Pa), μ2 (Pa s) are tissue density, elasticity, and vis-
cosity, respectively. If aðωÞ is measured at different shear-wave
frequencies, elasticity and viscosity can be estimated with Eq. (3).

To measure the shear-wave attenuation with the time-
resolved speckle contrast difference signals, the following
relationships are deduced. First, the relationship between
shear-wave attenuation coefficient and amplitude is obtained
as

Ai ¼ A0 expð−αfSiÞ; (4)

where Ai is the shear-wave amplitude at position i, A0 is the
initial amplitude of shear wave at the ultrasound focus, αf is
the attenuation coefficient of the shear wave at frequency f,
and Si is the shear-wave path length between the focus and
the position i. According to Eq. (4), the shear-wave attenuation
coefficient could be derived if Ai, A0, and Si are known.

In the experiments, Si, which is the distance between the
laser and ultrasound axes, is known. A0 is assumed to be linear
with the magnitude of the acoustic radiation force (ARF), and
the ARF is proportional to the time-averaged ultrasound inten-
sity I0.

11 Therefore, the relationship between shear-wave initial
amplitude A0 and I0 can be related as

I0 ¼ K A0; (5)

where K is a constant. On the other hand, the time-averaged
ultrasound intensity, I0, is proportional to the mean square of
the ultrasound pressure. With a hydrophone measurement, I0
could be further related to the input voltage of ultrasound trans-
ducer. Figure 2 shows the hydrophone measurement result (red
dots), where the x-axis is the ultrasound input voltage and the
y-axis is the ultrasound intensity (mean square of acoustic pres-
sure). With linear regression (blue solid curve), the relationship
between the time-averaged ultrasound intensity and the trans-
ducer input voltage (between 300 and 600 mVpp) was found
to be

Fig. 1 (a) Shear-wave laser speckle contrast analysis (SW-LASCA) experimental setup. (b) Time-
resolved speckle contrast difference to track shear wave.
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I0 ¼ 0.28V − 66.42: (6)

By substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into Eq. (4), we can obtain

Ai ¼
0.28V − 66.42

K
expð−αfSiÞ: (7)

In Eq. (7), Ai and K are unknown, and αf is the averaged
attenuation coefficient over Si. In order to eliminate K and to
calculate the local shear-wave attenuation coefficient, shear
waves were generated at two locations with path lengths of
Si and Sj. The ratio of the corresponding shear-wave amplitudes
is calculated as

Ai

Aj
¼ 0.28Vi − 66.42

0.28Vj − 66.42
exp½−αfðSi − SjÞ�: (8)

In Eq. (8), the unknown constant K is eliminated. To calcu-
late the left side of Eq. (8), we assume that the identical shear-
wave amplitudes at the detection position result in identical con-
trast differences, which means if ΔCi ¼ ΔCj, then Ai ¼ Aj,
despite of the original position of the shear waves.
Consequently, Eq. (8) can be rewritten as�
1 ¼ 0.28Vi − 66.42

0.28Vj − 66.42
exp½−αfðSi − SjÞ�

�
ΔCi¼ΔCj

; (9)

and the shear-wave attenuation coefficient αf at frequency f can
be calculated by8<
:αf ¼

log
0.28Vj−66.42
0.28Vi−66.42

Si − Sj

9=
;

ΔCi¼ΔCj

: (10)

Below, we describe how we found (V i; V j) pair in Eq. (10).
Figure 3 shows the relationship between ultrasound input volt-
age V iðjÞ and contrast difference ΔCiðjÞ induced by a 400-Hz
shear wave, in which the markers are the mean values of the
contrast difference signals over time [e.g., averaged value
from Fig. 1(b)]. P1 and P2 are the two positions where shear
waves are generated. Because P2 is located further away

from the detection area than P1, the corresponding mean con-
trast difference values are generally smaller because of the shear-
wave attenuation. By changing the ultrasound input voltage, the
mean contrast differences increase for both P1 and P2. Solid
lines in the figure indicate linear regressions of the data. As indi-
cated by the dashed lines in the figure, for a givenΔC, Vi and Vj
can be obtained from the fitted curves to calculate the shear-
wave attenuation coefficient αf using Eq. (10).

Shear waves can be generated by the ARF resulting from the
momentum transfer from the ultrasound field.12 In the experi-
ment, continuous shear waves were generated by an oscillatory
ARF via modulating the amplitude of ultrasound over time.
Shear-wave frequencies were determined by the amplitude
modulation frequency ranging from 100 to 600 Hz. Figure 4
is the schematic of the experimental setup. The green area is
the photon probability density mapping of scattered light in
the phantom predicted by Monte Carlo simulation13 using a mil-
lion photons to get a good statistics of the photon probability
density mapping, where a 6-mm radius detection area was
defined to match the experiment. The parameters in the
Monte Carlo simulation were determined based on Ref. 14

Fig. 2 Hydrophone measurement result. Fig. 3 Relationship between input voltage of ultrasound transducer
and mean speckle contrast difference. Shear-wave frequency is
400 Hz.

Fig. 4 Schematic for detecting continuous shear waves with SW-
LASCA method.
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including optical absorption coefficient μa ¼ 0.2 cm−1, optical
scattering coefficient μs ¼ 30 cm−1, and anisotropic coefficient
g ¼ 0.8. Shear waves were generated at P1 and P2 with ampli-
tude-modulated ultrasound and tracked by the time-resolved
contrast difference signal [e.g., Fig. 1(b)]. The attenuation coef-
ficients of shear wave at each frequency were then calculated
with Eq. (10).

The tissue-mimicking phantoms used in the experiment were
made of 4% gelatin and 1% agar following the recipe in Ref. 15.
A 4% intralipid was added in the solution to obtain a reduced
optical scattering coefficient of 5 cm−1.14 In order to alter vis-
cosity of the phantom, 0.3% Xanthan gum was added in one of
the phantom (#1). The size of phantoms was 120 × 35×
24 mm3, and both phantoms were made to be homogeneous.

3 Result
Table 1 shows the shear-wave attenuation coefficients measured
in the experiment. Standard deviations were produced from
three repeated measurements. As expected, the shear-wave
attenuation dispersion is observed on both phantoms. Shear-
wave attenuation increases with the increase of shear-wave
frequency. The phantom with higher viscosity (#1) has a larger
attenuation coefficients compared with the less viscous phantom
(#2). Furthermore, according to Table 1, the standard deviation
of attenuation coefficient measured with our method ranges
from 2% to 23%.

Equation (3) was used to calculate viscosity of phantoms
with the shear-wave attenuation coefficients in Table 1 and a
constrained elasticity range (within 6 kPa) estimated with the
method in our previous article.9 Table 2 shows that the viscos-
ities measured in the experiment (Row 2) agree with the refer-
ence values in Ref. 15 (Row 3) and have a maximum standard
deviation of 9%.

4 Discussion and Conclusion
This study shows promising results of viscosity measurements
in tissue-mimicking phantoms by SW-LASCA. The prior infor-
mation on elasticity can be obtained by measuring the shear-
wave speed described in Ref. 9. These two methods are based
on the same setup; therefore, it is easy to switch between them.

Because of the small wavelength of light, the sensitivity of
shear-wave tracking with SW-LASCA could be better than
ultrasound-based methods. In addition, optical detection inher-
ently enables the detected signal to contain optical property

information. In the future, we will combine the SW-LASCA
and ultrasound-modulated optical tomography16 to build a
dual-mode imaging system sensitive to both mechanical and
optical contrasts. With the complementary information provided
by optical detection, it could potentially be used as a diagnosis
tool for cancerous tissues.

The previously reported ultrasound-based method had a bias
of ∼6% on viscosity measurement.10,15 Our method shows a bias
of ∼17%. One possible reason is the variation of phantoms even
though we followed the recipe used in previous reports.
Furthermore, there are two additional factors. First, shear-
wave reflection at phantom boundaries may affect the measured
contrast difference values and, thus, the results in the bias on the
attenuation coefficient estimation. In the experiment, the phan-
tom was fixed within a water tank made of Perspex. Due to large
shear impendence mismatch between the Perspex and the phan-
tom, shear waves were almost totally reflected at the Perspex–
phantom interface. Therefore, both the original and reflected
shear waves contributed to the contrast difference signal, and
this may bias the estimation of the shear-wave attenuation coef-
ficient. However, this artificially strong shear-wave reflection in
the experiments may not occur in real applications. Second, in
Eq. (9), we assumed that the identical shear-wave amplitudes at
detection point result in identical contrast differences, even if the
shear waves originate from two positions along the propagation
path. This assumption may not be totally true due to shear-wave
diffraction: the shear wave with a longer propagation distance
will overlap more with the scattered light and so generates a
different contrast difference amplitude compared with the
shear wave propagated a shorter distance. This effect could
be minimized either by generating plane shear waves, so that

Table 1 Attenuation coefficients over shear-wave frequency.

Frequency 100 Hz 200 Hz 300 Hz 400 Hz 500 Hz 600 Hz

#1 (m−1) 44.56� 2.18 70.63� 5.10 90.36� 1.93 116.18� 7.80 121.62� 3.01 126.74� 2.50

#2 (m−10) 7.53� 1.76 17.54� 3.92 30.20� 4.58 36.43� 2.74 41.42� 4.74 47.50� 4.17

Table 2 Comparison of our result with reference value.

Phantom #1 #2

Experiment result (Pa s) 0.12� 0.01 0.35� 0.02

Reference value (Pa s) 0.10� 0.02 0.30� 0.05
Fig. 5 Speckle contrast difference due to continuous shear wave gen-
erated by an ultrasound mechanical index (MI) of 1.28. Standard
deviation is produced with three repeated measurements.
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less shear wave-spreading will be encountered, or by decreasing
the distance between the two locations, so that the change of
shear-wave geometry may be ignored.

In this feasibility study, relatively high intensities of ultra-
sound were used in the experiments to generate shear waves.
A mechanical index (MI) of 1.9 is usually recognized as the
upper limit for clinical ultrasound use. Therefore, a MI of
1.28 was applied to prove the feasibility of reducing ultrasound
intensity for the measurement. The same setup and system
parameters were used to obtain Fig. 5, except for a lower ultra-
sound intensity. In Fig. 5, we used an ultrasound pressure equiv-
alent to a MI of 1.28 at 5 MHz to generate shear waves, which is
well below the ultrasound safety limit. Results show a good sig-
nal-to-noise ratio at MI ¼ 1.28. The standard deviation is pro-
duced from the three repeated measurements.

In laser speckle contrast measurements, the CCD exposure
time is important. On one hand, we hope to use a short enough
CCD exposure time to minimize the speckle decorrelation effect
due to blood flow and other tissue motions. On the other hand, we
want to use a long enough CCD exposure time to maximize the
light intensity received on the CCD in order to get a better signal-
to-noise ratio. Generally, an exposure time less than 0.5 ms leads
to a noisy signal, and an exposure time larger than 10 ms leads to
50% reduction of contrast in our measurements. Therefore, 2-ms
exposure time is usually used in the experiments. However, this
exposure time could be further reduced for in vivomeasurements,
where speckle decorrelation time is much shorter than 10 ms. In
the future, it would also be interesting to evaluate to what extent
the shear-wave signal will be affected by the speckle decorrelation
by using a flow phantom.

Phantoms in the study simulated the scattering properties of
tissue with a thickness of 24 mm and a reduced optical scattering
coefficient of about 5 cm−1 for the 532-nm laser.17 The reduced
optical scattering coefficient was relatively weak compared with
that of some biological tissues like breast.18 Therefore, further
investigations are needed to assess the feasibility of our method
on biological tissues. In addition, the green laser used in the cur-
rent study will be replaced by a near-infrared laser for a better
penetration depth in biological tissues.

Currently, we used one single element transducer to generate
shear waves at two positions by translating the transducer to dif-
ferent positions. In the future, we will program a linear array
transducer to replace the “mechanical” translation to “electrical”
translation by dynamic ultrasound beam focusing. Dynamic beam
focusing will provide a faster and more flexible measurement.

In summary, we proposed an optical method to quantitatively
measure the viscosity at centimeter depth within tissue-mimick-
ing phantoms. It is potentially more sensitive to viscosity
changes than ultrasound-based methods, because the light wave-
length is much smaller than that of the ultrasound. It may also
complement viscoelastography techniques based on ultrasound
or magnetic resonance imaging by providing optical information
of tissues. By combining SW-LASCA with ultrasound-modu-
lated optical tomography, we aim to build a dual-mode imaging
system that is sensitive to both mechanical and optical contrasts.
However, further investigation is needed to assess the feasibility
of this method in vivo, where the speckle decorrelation time is
short and the optical scattering coefficient is large.
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